
Evergreen 
Equity 

Symposium

Transforming Dialogue into
Collective Action 

Sponsored by: Inclusive Excellence and Student Success,  First
Peoples Multicultural Trans & Queer Support Services 

& the Willi Unsoeld Seminar Series



Thursday, November 14th 
5pm - 6pm Opening Reception 

Com Building Lobby 
Join us for light refreshment and a mix and mingle before our

keynote speaker.

 

6pm - 7pm Keynote: Nikkita Oliver

Recital Hall

 Nikkita Oliver is a Seattle-based writer,

teaching artist, attorney, and organizer. Her

writing has been published in the South

Seattle   Emerald, Crosscut, The

Establishment, Last Real Indians, The

Seattle Weekly, and The Stranger. Oliver

holds a J.D. and Masters of Education from

the University of Washington. She is also

the case manager for Creative Justice, an

arts-based alternative to incarceration, and

has worked for arts organizations such as

Writers in the Schools and Arts Corp.
https://www.facebook.com/pg/konikkita



Friday, November 15th 

9:00am - 10:30am Purce Hall 1

Transforming Dialogue into Action:

Washington Womxn of Color Legislators 
Moderators: Sherwanda Beck-Atkinson & Jeremy Mohn

8:00am Check in Purce Hall Lobby 

Senator Mona Das

Elected to the Washington Senate in 2018, Senator Mona Das was born in

India, and moved to the United States with her family when she was eight

months old. She spent her childhood moving around because of her father’s

job, living in eight states and three countries. She currently lives in Kent.



Representative My-Linh Thai

At the age of 15, My-Linh Thai immigrated to Washington state as a

Vietnamese refugee with her family. Representative Thai is a passionate

education advocate who is committed to ensuring equity and access for all.

Representative Debra Entenman

Representative Debra Entenman is a former non-traditional student who is

passionate about education for people of all ages and stages of life. That

passion stems from her own experiences, as well as her family’s

experiences, in pursuing higher education.

Senator Emily Randall

Elected to the Washington Senate in 2018, Senator Emily Randall was born

and raised on the Kitsap Peninsula in a hardworking union family. As a

community organizer and advocate for health care and education, she is

focused on putting the people of the 26th District first.

Representative Melanie Morgan 

Representative Melanie Morgan is a former school board director, US Army

veteran, and an active community advocate. Melanie uses an equity,

diversity, and inclusion lens when addressing policies and practices and

how they may impact the entire community.



10:45am - 12:15pm Purce Hall 

Session 1 

Purce Hall 1

The Paradox of Race:

It's Not Biological, Yet It Lives in Our Bodies

Presenter Carolyn Prouty 
This workshop will tackle two seemingly conflicting truths about race and

biology: that there is no biological basis for race; it is a socially constructed

concept.  Nonetheless, the structural nature of racism in society manifests

itself in different health outcomes for peoples identified as different races,

both as the health effect of experiencing racism, and interactions of people of

color within the American health care system. Historically, biology has been

misused in explaining differences between groups of humans, and these

patterns have helped to reveal unexamined biases of researchers.  Yet current

uses of genetics in medical practice and research still follow some of these

same erroneous paths, for example, confusing ancestry with race, conflating

socio-economic conditions with race, and substituting common (and readily

recombined) superficial hereditary traits such as skin color and hair shape as

proxies for more substantive genetic markers. 

Purce Hall 2

The Social Construction of AZN

Presenter Amira Caluya 
This presentation will go over how the racial formation of category Asian in

the united states.  As well as examples of how Asian American Communities

have been used as a wedge between whiteness and blackness. 

 



Purce Hall 4

Breaking Tradition: Turning Adversities into Assets

Presenter Riva Villa & Priscila Desiderio Herrera 

For this workshop, we plan to explore some common adversities facing

nontraditional students and professionals, with an in-depth look at impostor

syndrome and how these adversities contribute to it. Consequently, we will

also challenge the concept of "fit" and the "ideal college student," as well as

traditional notions of "professionalism." Finally, we plan to identify and

explore some of the assets we've developed throughout our lives as

nontraditional students, and discuss the ways these assets can contribute to

our successes as college students and professionals.

Purce Hall 3

Identity: The Mirror of Society 

Presenter Jasmin Faulk-Dickerson 

Identity is a personal status that is often tainted by society's assumptions

and historic events. Jasmin is an immigrant from the Middle East, where

she struggled to assert her identity as a bi-ethnic child of a Saudi father and

Italian mother, only to find herself now after twenty years in America, as a

US citizen, once again facing the  same questions of identity in a country

that is conflicted and confused with the true meaning of culture, heritage,

ethnicity, race and personal identification. This workshop is an invitation to

converse openly, honestly and compassionately about the struggles that

many of us face regarding our assumed identities and our personal truth. 
 



Purce Hall 5

Evergreen Education Coalition for Justice Involved

Students: Building Communities, Removing Barriers,

and Breaking Down Stigmas

Presenters James Jackson, Kelli Bush, and JISG

The proposed workshop will provide participants opportunities to learn

about the Evergreen Education Coalition for Justice Involved Students and

to hear from a panel of coalition partners from the Evergreen Justice

Involved Student Group. The Coalition includes Evergreen Tacoma and

Olympia students, faculty and staff engaged in work with system impacted

students. Recognizing that Evergreen has a long history of working with

people impacted by the criminal justice system, the coalition aims to

transform individual efforts into collective action. 

 

Purce Hall 6

Solidarity x Black Women

Presenters Lacey Greene & Mars Cummings

The SOLIDARITY X BLACK WOMEN program will be an open panel of

black women within the community and student body discussing contextual

experiences of black women in positions of leadership here in Olympia.

The conversation will be supported by historical legislative and social

evidence to greater express the racialized and sexualized relationship

between black women and greater society within our immediate community

in order to effectively communicate the systems at play that oppress black

women and ultimately everyone else as well.

 



Purce Hall 8

Making the Most of White Fragility

Presenter Nancy Koppelman 

Robin DiAngelo's landmark book White Fragility: Why It's So Hard for

White People to Talk About Racism challenges white people to confront

their inherited racial privilege. The book can inspire white people to feel

shame, guilt, and helplessness, which can be a barrier to learning what

DiAngelo has to teach. This workshop integrates DiAngelo's perspective

with that of world-renowned philosopher Martha Nussbaum, who has also

done significant work on fragility.  Attendees will learn to see white

fragility as evidence of a deep ethical commitment to anti-racism. It will

lead attendees through a personal writing exercise followed by an analysis

of how anti-racist values are embedded in fragility. It will support the

commitment and courage to move from fragility to strength and positive

action. 

 

Purce Hall 7

Nikkita Oliver Writing Workshop

This presentation is by registration only and is full. 

 

12:30pm - 1:30pm Longhouse

Lunch with Project Feast 
At Project Feast, food brings people together, transforms lives, and fosters

mutual understandings across diverse cultures. Our work demonstrates the

remarkable power of food to nourish more than just the body. We believe

that immigrants and refugees possess incomparable wisdom, skills and

knowledge to contribute to our communities.http://projectfeast.org/



1:45pm - 3:15pm Purce Hall 

Sessions 2

Purce Hall 2

Community Care in the End of the World

Presenters Rhian Parker & Zsatasia Green

Social justice and activism must go in the direction of care work and

figuring out (as capitalism and climate change progresses) how we are

going to form community and subsequently take care of that community.

All while honoring our identities, skills, and values. This may seem

fantastical, but has practices that we can do today and onward.

 

Purce Hall 3

Understanding Whiteness and the History of White

Anti-Racist History

Presenter Emily Pieper

The United States’ long history of white supremacy has shaped the country

we know today. Throughout this history, activists of color have worked

tirelessly to challenge racist laws, institutions and culture, often putting

their lives and communities on the line. In many of these instances, white

anti-racist allies (or accomplices) have stood in solidarity with this work in

hopes of building a multi-racial movement for justice. This workshop will

lead participants through interactive activities that allow us to learn more

about these white anti-racist activists and use their stories to help inform

the work of folks seeking to work in solidarity today.



Purce Hall 4

Accounting for Social Justice: The Racial Wealth Gap

Presenters Tom Womeldorff

Wealth is key for families to weather economic crises and to pass on

economic advantage to future generations, particularly by enabling home

ownership and financing college education. Wealth is not evenly

distributed by race. As of 2014, median wealth for white families in the

United States was more than $130,000 compared to only $17,000 for

Latinx families and less than $10,000 for African American families. In this

workshop, we will be introduced to the long history of government policies

that have advantaged the accumulation of wealth of whites while severely

limiting the abilities of People of Color to build wealth. These policies

persist today; without change, racial wealth gaps are not expected to be

closed for more than a hundred years. We will identify key action steps that

can be taken to close the gap. In the process, we will identify some of the

math skills that are essential for empowerment and advancing racial justice. 

 

Purce Hall 5

The Rising, Intersectional Movement of Disability

Justice

Presenters Tara Hardy & Carolyn Prouty

Disability Justice is different than Disability Rights, because the former is

about liberation and the latter is about assimilation. In this workshop, we

will investigate the social model of disability and chronic illness, that shifts

responsibility from the individual to society and the contexts it creates. We

will also dive in to the delicious, provocative, deeply intersectional

principles of Disability Justice. Participants will leave with concrete life

hacks for surviving in a world that is not yet made for every body.

 



Purce Hall 6

A Brave Space: An uncomfortable conversation about

unconscious biases

Presenters Winnie Davis, Billy Sweetser, Jasmine Pollard,

Joseph Utzler, & Jojo Froehlzch

The Justice-Involved Student Group (JISG) works towards supporting

system-impacted students to lead attendees in a discussion about

unconscious bias. This is a hands-on session for participants to look at how

stigmatizing words can reveal bias in personal conversations as well as

policy. Words like felon, criminal, offender, thug, inmate, and predator

have been used as a political tool in society to instill fear and dehumanize

groups of people . The goal of this session is to show how we can create

cultural change on institutional and personal levels with an interactive

honest discussion.

 

Purce Hall 7

Moms of Color Panel 

Presenters Cholee Gladney, Chassity Holliman-Douglas,

Hannah Simonetti, Jocelyn Hillyer, & Glenda Breiler 

Moms of Color Panel will consist of Evergreen moms of color from various

different backgrounds. The moms will share about their lives and their

families, answer some prearranged questions, and take questions from the

audience throughout the panel.

 



Purce Hall 8

Not All of Us are on the Basketball Team...

Javier Womeldorff & Correan Barker

Students who identify as men of color make up 11% of the student body on

the Olympia campus. Why so low? Is it even low? Why are the retention

rates for men of color slowly declining even when accounting for broader

institutional trends?

 

3:30pm - 5:00pm Library Lobby

Closing Celebration 
Dessert from Project Feast

At Come and celebrate the day with everyone! Be in community, sign up

for affinity groups, take a picture at our photo booth, and have a good

time! 

 

 

Please fill out our Equity Symposium

Feedback Survey
For your convenience, this will also be sent to the email you

registered with. 

https://forms.gle/NiCFqyrvX59TCATU7

 


